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ABSTRACT: To understand the hierarchical self-organization behaviors of soft materials
as well as their dependence on molecular geometry, a series of ABn dendron-like molecules
based on polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS) nanoparticles were designed and
synthesized. The apex of these molecules is a hydrophilic POSS cage with 14 hydroxyl
groups (denoted DPOSS). At its periphery, there are diﬀerent numbers (n = 1−8) of
hydrophobic POSS cages with seven isobutyl groups (denoted BPOSS), connected to the
apical DPOSS via ﬂexible dendron type linker(s). By varying the BPOSS number from one
to seven, a supramolecular lattice formation sequence ranging from lamella (DPOSSBPOSS), double gyroid (space group of Ia3̅d, DPOSS-BPOSS2), hexagonal cylinder
(plane group of P6mm, DPOSS-BPOSS3), Frank−Kasper A15 (space group of Pm3̅n,
DPOSS-BPOSS4, DPOSS-BPOSS5, and DPOSS-BPOSS6), to Frank−Kasper sigma (space
group of P42/mnm, DPOSS-BPOSS7) phases can be observed. The nanostructure
formations in this series of ABn dendron-like molecules are mainly directed by the
molecular geometric shapes. Furthermore, within each spherical motif, the spherical core consists hydrophilic DPOSS cages with
ﬂexible linkages, while the hydrophobic BPOSS cages form the relative rigid shell, and contact with neighbors to provide
decreased interfaces among the spherical motifs for constructing ﬁnal polyhedral motifs in these Frank−Kasper lattices. This
study provides the design principle of molecules with speciﬁc geometric shapes and functional groups to achieve anticipated
structures and macroscopic properties.

■

INTRODUCTION

F−K phases such as A15 and sigma phases are regarded as
periodic approximants of aperiodic “quasicrystals”.4−6
In recent years, F−K A15 and sigma phases have been found
in supramolecular assemblies by many soft materials including
dendrimers,7−13 block copolymers,14−16 liquid crystals,17
colloidal particles,18 giant tetrahedra19 and giant surfactants,20
etc. Diﬀerent from those F−K phases in metal alloys where
distinct sizes and electronic states of metal atoms are involved,
many examples of F−K lattices in soft matters are only
constructed by a single type of molecule. Those molecules ﬁrst
construct supramolecular spherical motifs. At this stage, size
heterogeneity of the spherical motifs is supposedly introduced

Originally, Frank−Kasper (F−K) phases were found in metal
alloys, and in principle they are sphere packing phases.1,2 These
crystal structures are topologically close packing structures that
contain Frank polyhedra (icosahedra with a coordination
number of 12) with one or more of the Kasper polyhedra
(coordination numbers of 14, 15, or 16). More than 20 types of
F−K phases have been discovered,3 including the most
common members of the A15 phase (space group of Pm3̅n,
with A3B stoichiometry, such as Nb3Sn), sigma phase (space
group of P42/mnm, with AB stoichiometry, such as CoCr), z
phase (space group of P6̅, with A4B3 stoichiometry, such as
Zr4Al3), μ phase (space group of R3̅m, with A6B7 stoichiometry,
such as W6Fe7), and many others. Among them, some of the
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Figure 1. Molecular design of ABn dendron-like molecules. A library of ABn dendron-like molecules (n = 1−8) accompanied by a set of cartoons
which represent the geometric shapes. With increasing the number of BPOSS cages, the geometry of the molecules changes from linear to fan-like
and further to cone-like shapes.

synthesized a series of ABn dendron-like molecules which
start from a hydrophilic POSS cage and use similar linker(s) for
constructing conjugates with an ability to tune the
stoichiometry and geometry by changing the number of
hydrophobic POSS cages in the periphery. It is interesting to
investigate what and how nanostructures can be assembled and
what the supramolecular lattice sequence would be.

partially due to the statistical variation of molecule numbers in
one motif, as well as due to the deformable nature of these
spherical motifs. Those spheres further assemble into F−K
lattices, and their shape will become polyhedra in order to ﬁll
the interstitial voids of the lattices.12,14,20,21 The formation
pathway is thus a hierarchical self-assembly process. There are
diﬀerent ways to form the spherical motifs in general;8,11,14,22−27 among them, one of the geometrical choices is
that the molecules can have a cone-like shape, which allows the
formation of core−shell type spherical motifs for further
assemblies.
To achieve understanding of the formation mechanism of
various nanostructures and their stability sequences in soft
materials, the rational design of the molecular model system is
required. Those newly designed molecules need precisely
controlled molecular properties (such as topological shape,
functional group, molecular weight, etc.). As discussed above,
the F−K phases are sphere packing structures, but diﬀerent
from metal alloys, the deforming of these spherical motifs must
have a great inﬂuence on the formation of F−K lattices in soft
materials.28−30 Therefore, to design molecules for F−K lattice
formation, two parameters are evidently important at diﬀerent
length scales: the molecules must possess speciﬁc shapes to
construct the spherical motifs, and these spheres must exhibit
deformable features.
We have, therefore, designed and synthesized a series of
molecules by chemically connecting polyhedral oligomeric
silsesquioxane (POSS) nanoparticles together31−33 (one hydrophilic POSS cage with diﬀerent numbers of hydrophobic POSS
cages, named ABn dendron-like molecules, n is the number of
hydrophobic POSS cages, where n = 1−8; Figure 1 shows the
general molecular design, and Figure S1 shows the detailed
chemical structures). As shown in Figure 1, with increasing the
n number, the molecular shape changes from linear to fan-like,
and further to cone-like topology. Notably, when the molecules
are assembled into a sphere, the ﬂexible linkages could provide
certain deformable ability.
To connect multiple POSS nanoparticles (1−1.5 nm
diameter) together, dendron-type linkers are employed.
Previously, in Percec-type dendrons containing relative rigid
aromatic root and soft alkyl chains at the periphery, the phase
formation sequence has exhibited generation- and temperaturedependent behaviors.7−9 In this work, we designed and

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure S2 shows the detailed synthetic routes toward this set of
AB n (n = 1−8) dendron-like molecules. In brief, a
monofunctionalized vinyl POSS (VPOSS) cage was linked
with diﬀerent numbers of hydrophobic isobutyl POSS cage(s)
(BPOSS, n = 1−8) via esteriﬁcation reactions and coppercatalyzed azide−alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) “click” chemistry. And the VPOSS cage was further functionalized with
hydroxyl groups via a thiol−ene reaction to oﬀer a hydrophilic
POSS cage (DPOSS). The chemical characterizations are
described in Supporting Information. In particular, the most
convincing evidence for the successful synthesis is the matrixassisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-ﬂight (MALDITOF) mass spectra for this set of VPOSS-BPOSSn (n = 1−8)
molecules. As shown in Figure S3, there is only one strong peak
for each molecule, and the observed molecular mass matches
well with the calculated molecular mass. The results indicate
the precisely deﬁned and uniform molecular mass of these
samples. The samples were also fully characterized by 1Hnuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and 13C NMR to further
conﬁrm their structural precision and high purity (Figures S4−
S7). Linkages between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic POSS
cages are speciﬁcally designed to be ﬂexible in this set of
molecules.
To identify the self-assembled lattices, both small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) and bright ﬁeld transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) experiments were performed. The SAXS
experiments were carried out in situ on a synchrotron X-ray
beamline at elevated temperatures (preventing the crystallization of BPOSS which will disturb the formation of curved
motifs in complex structures;19 the corresponding diﬀerential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) data are in Figure S8). The
samples were then quenched into liquid nitrogen and
microtomed for the TEM observations (detailed sample
preparation and experimental setup are in Supporting
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Figure 2. Self-assembled supramolecular structures of ABn dendron-like molecules. DPOSS−BPOSS shows the LAM structure in the SAXS pattern
(A) and bright ﬁeld TEM images (a); DPOSS-BPOSS2 shows DG structure in B (SAXS) and b (TEM); DPOSS-BPOSS3 shows HEX structure in C
(SAXS) and c (TEM); DPOSS−BPOSS4, DPOSS−BPOSS5, and DPOSS−BPOSS6 all exhibit F−K A15 structure in D, E, and F (SAXS) and d, e,
and f (TEM), respectively; DPOSS−BPOSS7 shows F−K sigma structure in G (SAXS) and g (TEM). In the SAXS patterns, cartoons corresponding
to diﬀerent lattices are inserted: colors in A, B, C indicate the hydrophilic domain (blue) and hydrophobic domain (red); colors in D, E, F, G
indicate lattice sites with diﬀerent local coordination environments. In TEM images, they are along the [111] direction of the DG in b, the [001]
direction of the HEX in c, the [001] direction of the A15 in d, e, and f, and the [001] direction of the sigma in g. The upper right insets of the TEM
images are corresponding FFT patterns and the bottom left insets in b, d, e, f and g are the local TEM image after Fourier ﬁltering. H is 2D-projected
cartoon view of the A15 lattice along the [001] direction, a 44 tiling element is highlighted with red line; I is 2D-projected cartoon view of the Sigma
lattice along the [001] direction, a 32.4.3.4 tiling element is highlighted with red line.

q* = 1, 2 (where q* is the location of primary peak) in the
SAXS pattern (Figure 2A), as well as the TEM image of
microtomed thin ﬁlm sample with its fast Fourier transform
(FFT) pattern (Figure 2a) suggest a lamellar (LAM) structure.
The long period of this LAM structure is 6.7 nm based on the
SAXS result. It can be deduced that each long period of the
LAM structure contains two layers of DPOSS−BPOSS with
amphiphilic interactions (detailed calculations are in Supporting Information). This result is consistent with other similar
AB-type POSS systems as previously reported.34

Information). Figure 2 shows a set of SAXS patterns in
reciprocal space and the corresponding bright ﬁeld TEM
images in real space for this series of samples. The SAXS
patterns are shown in the form of intensity (I) versus scattering
vector magnitude |q⃗| = q = 4πλ−1 sin(θ/2), where θ is the
scattering angle and λ is the radiation wavelength. The TEM
results show the typical structure images along certain
directions corresponding to each nanostructure.
Starting with the DPOSS−BPOSS sample with one DPOSS
and one BPOSS, the diﬀraction peaks with relative positions q/
862
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Table 1. Summary of Supramolecular Structures of ABn Dendron-like Molecules
DPOSS−BPOSSn

lattice

lattice dimension (nm)a

DPOSS−BPOSS
DPOSS−BPOSS2
DPOSS−BPOSS3
DPOSS−BPOSS4
DPOSS−BPOSS5
DPOSS−BPOSS6
DPOSS−BPOSS7
DPOSS−BPOSS8

LAM
DG
HEX
A15
A15
A15
sigma
disorder

6.69
15.97
6.21
14.273
13.443
12.783
23.622 × 12.49

motif dimension (nm)b

Mc

θd (deg)

ρse (nm−2)
0.95

6.21
8.86
8.34
7.93
7.63

5
44
32
24
18

16.4
22.5
30.0
40.0

0.70
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.70

a

Values are the corresponding lamellar lattice parameter, hexagonal columnar lattice parameter in HEX lattice, cubic lattice parameters in DG, A15,
tetragonal lattice parameters perpendicular to and along the 42 screw axis in sigma phase; bValues are the columnar diameter in HEX lattices,
spherical diameter in A15 and sigma lattice. cValues are the average number of ABn dendron-like molecules within 1 nm-thick cross-section of the
cylinders in hexagonal columnar lattices, and the calculated average numbers of ABn dendron-like molecules per supramolecular sphere in A15 and
sigma lattice. dValues are the solid angle of the cone-like shape ABn dendron-like molecules in A15 and sigma lattice.35,36 eValues are the averaged
surface packing density of BPOSS cages in diﬀerent structures.

stage of the process. Though the size of spheres in F−K A15
lattice possesses a minor diﬀerence, the size ratio of diﬀerent
spheres is close to 1.19 We could thus calculate the average
parameters to characterize each sphere. Here the average
diameter of each sphere is estimated to be 8.86 nm. The
average number of molecules in each spherical motif is about
44; namely, there are 176 BPOSS cages in one spherical motif
on average. The solid angle of each molecule is calculated as
16.4° (Table 1, detailed calculations are in Supporting
Information).
For DPOSS−BPOSS5 and DPOSS−BPOSS6, they remain in
forming A15 lattices (SAXS patterns in Figure 2E,F and TEM
results in Figure 2e,f). On the basis of their lattice dimensions
(Table 1) and measured densities (Table S1), the average
number of molecules in each spherical motif as well as the solid
angle of each molecule can also be calculated (Table 1, detailed
calculations are in Supporting Information). Interestingly, in
A15 lattices, with increasing the number of BPOSS in one
molecule (DPOSS−BPOSS4 to DPOSS−BPOSS5 and further
to DPOSS−BPOSS6), the calculated average number of
molecules in each spherical motif decreases (44, 32, and 24,
respectively, Table 1) as well as the total average number of
BPOSS cages in each spherical motif (176, 160, and 144,
correspondingly). Meanwhile, the solid angle for each cone-like
molecule increases (16.4°, 22.5°, and 30.0°, Table 1). This is
expected since fewer cone-shaped molecules are needed to
construct a spherical motif as the solid angle increases.
If we continue to add one more BPOSS cage to the system
(DPOSS−BPOSS7), a SAXS pattern with more than a dozen
diﬀraction peaks appears at elevated temperature (Figure 2G, in
situ temperature-dependent SAXS results are in Figure S9f).
The diﬀractions can be clearly indexed based on a F−K sigma
phase (space group of P42/mnm) (Figure S10 and Table S2)
according to previous studies.12,14,20 Figure 2I shows a 2D
cartoon feature view of the sigma phase along the [001]
direction. The basic tiling elements are 32.4.3.4, which contain
two triangles, a square, a triangle, and a square. The TEM
image (Figure 2g) conﬁrms the formation of sigma phase with
the typical 32.4.3.4 tiling element as shown in Figure 2I, and the
FFT image (the inset of Figure 2g) shows a typical pattern for
the sigma phase along the [001] direction. We could also use
the average parameters to characterize each sphere as in the
case of the F−K A15 phase. The calculated average number of
molecules in each spherical motif within this F−K sigma lattice
is further decreased to about 18 with 126 BPOSS cages, and the

When BPOSS number becomes two, DPOSS−BPOSS2, the
volume fraction of hydrophobic BPOSS cages increases
(VfBPOSS = 48.3%, Table S1), and the sample exhibits a double
gyroid (DG) structure (space group of Ia3̅d, with parameter a
= 15.97 nm) at elevated temperature. The ratios of q values
where the X-ray pattern displays peaks are √6 : √8 : √14 :
√16 : √20 : √22 (Figure 2B, in situ SAXS patterns at
diﬀerent temperatures are in Figure S9a), which agrees with the
assignment of a DG lattice. The DG structure are also
conﬁrmed by TEM image as shown in Figure 2b. A typical
“wagon wheel” image and the corresponding FFT pattern from
the [111] direction of DG lattice can be observed. An enlarged
image of a local TEM image after Fourier ﬁltering is also shown
in the bottom left insert of Figure 2b.
With increasing the BPOSS number to three (DPOSS−
BPOSS3), the SAXS pattern shows diﬀraction peaks of (q/q*)
= 1 : √3 : 2 at elevated temperature (Figure 2C, in situ SAXS
patterns at diﬀerent temperatures are in Figure S9b). These
peaks are consistent with a hexagonal cylinder (HEX) lattice
(with plane group of P6mm). This is also conﬁrmed by bright
ﬁeld TEM image with an FFT pattern showing 6-fold symmetry
(Figure 2c). Note that this AB3 molecule now exhibits a fan-like
shape.
Further increasing the BPOSS number to four, DPOSS−
BPOSS4, the SAXS pattern displays diﬀraction peaks at places
where relative q/q* ratios are √2 : √4 : √5 : √6 : √8 : √10
: √13 : √14 : √16 : √20 : √21, again at the elevated
temperature (Figure 2D, in situ SAXS patterns at diﬀerent
temperatures are in Figure S9c). On the basis of previous
studies,11,19 this pattern can be assigned as a F−K A15 lattice
(space group of Pm3n̅ ) with a cubic unit cell (a = 14.27 nm).
The lattice assignment is further validated by the TEM image of
the microtomed sample with its corresponding FFT pattern
and a local TEM image after Fourier ﬁltering (Figure 2d). The
TEM image after Fourier ﬁltering treatment (in the bottom left
insert of Figure 2d) shows a clear two-dimensional (2D) image
that can be tiled using 44 tiling elements which contain four
squares, in accordance with the 2D A15 cartoon pattern along
the [001] direction (Figure 2H). The FFT pattern (in the
upper right insertion of Figure 2d) shows a typical pattern for
A15 lattice along the [001] direction. Compared with DPOSS−
BPOSS3, the volume fraction of hydrophobic part in this sample
is larger (VfBPOSS = 61.4%, Table S1). The molecular geometry
starts adopting a cone-like shape, and the molecules could selfassemble into core−shell spherical motifs during the initial
863
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Figure 3. Molecular level spatial information on DPOSS-BPOSS5 molecule in the F−K A15 phase. (a) Chemical structure of DPOSS−BPOSS5, (b)
1
H solid-state MAS NMR spectra (up) and 1H solution state NMR spectra (bottom), (c) 2D NOESY at the mixing time (tmix) of 10 ms. (d) Slice
data at δ = 7.5 ppm (protons v and j) extracted from the 2D NOESY spectra with diﬀerent mixing times.

and the linkages are completely separated from the hydrophilic
DPOSS cages, the only packing possibility for such a large
number of DPOSS cages is to form a hollowed structure.
However, this is certainly not the correct structure, since the
material’s bulk density had to be much lower than the currently
measured values (Table S1, the experimentally measured
materials’ densities are in the vicinity of 1.2 g/cm3 versus
1.43 g/cm3 and 1.13 g/cm3 for DPOSS and BPOSS alone,
respectively). We thus employed the solid-state nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to investigate the
spatial proximity of diﬀerent parts (DPOSS cages, linkages, and
BPOSS cages) in this series of samples. Figure 3 shows the
NMR results for DPOSS−BPOSS5 with F−K A15 lattice as an
example. Figure 3b shows the solution 1H NMR and 1H solidstate magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectrum of DPOSS−
BPOSS5. Both spectra possess almost identical chemical shifts
(fully assignment of chemical shift in Figure S6e). Herein, we
chose protons v and j (δ = 7.5 ppm) which are on the triazole
group (in the middle of linkage) as the probe of the linkage
part, protons 9 and 10 (δ = 3.6 ppm) as the probe of the
DPOSS cage part and proton 7 (δ = 1.8 ppm) as the probe of
the BPOSS cage part to study the spatial connectivity among
DPOSS, BPOSS, and linkages (Figure 3a).
Two-dimensional (2D) nuclear Overhauser eﬀect spectroscopy (NOESY) experiments using conventional three pulses

solid angle for each molecule becomes 40.0° (Table 1, detailed
calculations are in Supporting Information). It is important to
note that the volume fraction of hydrophobic part in this
sample is only slightly changed (0.8%) compared with that of
DPOSS−BPOSS6 (Table S1).
As for DPOSS−BPOSS8, the sample becomes disordered,
disregarding extensive thermal and solvent annealing work
(SAXS results are in Figure S11). Notably, the volume fraction
of hydrophobic BPOSS part now reaches 70.3%, that is only
1.6% diﬀerent from that of DPOSS−BPOSS7 (Table S1).
These slight changes in hydrophobic part volume fraction
(between DPOSS−BPOSS6 and DPOSS−BPOSS7 as well as
between DPOSS−BPOSS7 and DPOSS−BPOSS8) may trigger
substantial variations of the interactions, aﬀect the size and
formation of spherical motifs, and alter the assembly pathways
to form diﬀerent phase structures.
In these sphere packing F−K structures, one remaining issue
is that how do the cone-shaped molecules pack into a core−
shell spherical motif (i.e., the spatial relationship between
DPOSS, BPOSS and linkages). In every case where the F−K
phases are formed, one spherical motif contains 20−50
molecules, namely, 20−50 DPOSS cages (rigid nanocages
with 1.5 nm diameter) are packed together via the driving force
of collective hydrogen bonding formation. Nevertheless, if one
considers that DPOSSs are packed regularly in a certain order
864
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F−K A15 and sigma phases possess smaller overall interfacial
areas among neighboring motifs compared with other spherical
structures (such as body-centered cubic structure),14,30 the
formation of the F−K A15 and sigma phases in these ABn
dendron-like molecules would select a kinetic pathway to
balance a lower interfacial tension (ϒ1) at the penalty of a
relatively higher bulk free energy (Fbulk) for reaching a
thermodynamic minimum in the overall free energy.

were carried out for the measurement of spin exchanges among
diﬀerent protons.37 If two protons are spatially close to each
other at several angstroms, a spin exchange signal could be
observed during a short mixing time. In principle, a longer
internuclear distance requires longer mixing time which induces
spin exchange. Figure 3c shows the 2D NOESY spectrum at a
mixing time of 10 ms, and Figure 3d shows the slice data along
protons v and j (δ = 7.5 ppm, linker part) at diﬀerent mixing
times. At a mixing time of 10 ms, cross peaks were observed
between the DPOSS part (protons 9 and 10) and the linkage
part (protons v and j), and the intensities reach the quasiequilibrium state at tmix = 50 ms (Figure 3d), indicating that the
DPOSS cages and linkages are at least partially mixed. The spin
exchange signals between BPOSS cages (proton 7) and linkages
(protons v and j) at 10 ms are absent, while the signals start to
appear at tmix = 50 ms. And with further increasing tmix up to
500 ms, intensities of DPOSS and linker protons largely
decrease concomitant with increasing BPOSS intensities. These
indicate the nanophase separation between BPOSSs and
linkages. A similar spatial relationship between DPOSS,
BPOSS, and linkage were also observed in other kinds of ABn
dendron-like molecules (Figures S12 and S13). All these NMR
results reveal that DPOSS cages are largely mixed with the
linkages in the spherical core, and BPOSS cages are nanophase
separated from the core to form the shell of the spherical
motifs. There should also be a connecting interface of the
linkages between the core and the shell. And the soft linkages in
these molecules can serve as the deformable zone.
For this set of ABn dendron-like molecules, by changing the
number of BPOSS cages, the molecular geometry of samples
can be systematically changed in a stepwise and uniform way,
from a linear shape to a fan-like shape and further to a cone-like
shape. Similar to a Percec-type dendron system,8,9,13,38 the
geometrical diﬀerence is the key issue for these molecules to
form lamella, cylinder, or sphere packing structures. However,
in the sphere packing region, a better theoretical understanding
of the origin of the unconventional sphere packing phases (such
as F−K A15 phase and sigma phase) by cone-shaped molecules
is still keenly needed. This set of molecules reported here may
provide some new insights.
For all four samples that exhibit sphere packing lattices, the
BPOSS shell is incompressible (i.e., the thickness of BPOSS
shell is ﬁxed) due to the rigid nature of the BPOSS cage. This is
quite diﬀerent from previously reported samples which have
soft shells.7,9,14,15,20
In these ABn dendron-like molecules, there are mainly two
parameters with signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the phase formations:
(1) the interfacial tension between the hydrophilic domain and
hydrophobic domain (ϒ1), which is proportional to both the
interaction parameter (χ) and the overall interfacial area
between the hydrophilic core and the hydrophobic shell (S1);20
(2) the bulk free energy of spherical motif packing structures
(Fbulk), which is inversely proportional to the packing eﬃciency
(or the overall interfacial area between spherical motifs, S2).28,30
On the basis of the assumption of the constant value of χ, the
formed spherical motif with smaller S1 leads to a smaller ϒ1;
while the spherical phase with a reduced S2 causes a higher
Fbulk. Since the BPOSS shell is relatively rigid as discussed
above, the S1 would be proportional to the S2. Therefore, a
smaller S1 (i.e., a smaller S2) would lead to a smaller ϒ1 and a
higher Fbulk. The structure stability is thus determined by a
balance between the ϒ1 and the Fbulk, where both parameters
(ϒ1 and Fbulk) are associated with S1 (or S2). It is known that

■

CONCLUSIONS
Combining the atomic spatial relationship from solid-state
NMR and the lattice structure information based on SAXS and
TEM results, a clear structure formation picture could be
achieved. Linkages are largely mixed with DPOSS cages as the
hydrophilic domain and the BPOSS part is nanophase
separated from the hydrophilic domain as the hydrophobic
domain. Driven by the phase separation, diﬀerent supramolecular structures could be formed with the change of
molecular geometry. By increasing the number of hydrophobic
BPOSS cages in this set of molecules, the geometry shape of
the whole molecule changes from a linear shape to a fan-like
shape, and further to a cone-like shape with diﬀerent solid
angles. A LAM → DG → HEX → A15→ sigma → disorder
phase sequence could be observed. In the sphere packing
region, the geometric cone-shape of the molecules enables the
formation of the ﬁrst assembly into supramolecular spherical
motifs, and the ﬂexible linkages which are mainly mixed in the
hydrophilic domain provide a zone for deformation in order to
further assemble into F−K lattices. In addition, the tiny change
of volume fraction for hydrophobic BPOSS cages between
DPOSS−BPOSS6 and DPOSS−BPOSS7 (as well as between
DPOSS−BPOSS7 and DPOSS−BPOSS8) with distinct structure behaviors also suggests that geometry plays the key role in
these structure formations. This set of samples thus provides a
model system to understand the structural evolution pathways
and relationships among diﬀerent phases, especially the
complex F−K A15 and sigma phases. They may also oﬀer
the opportunities to design and synthesize functional molecules
with certain microscopic assembly structures, and further
introduce macroscopic properties to the materials.
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